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ON CERTAIN GENERALIZED PROBABILITY DOMAINS 
T. KATRINAR and T. NEUB.RUNN, Bratislava 
The a-field, which is used as the domain of a 'probability measure is in. some 
.-CM. si derations concerning quantum mechanics substituted by a system of 
«et* which is supposed to be closed under complementation and under forming 
rfMiutable disjoint unions. Such a collection with a probability '.measure for 
which the above mentioned system, is a domain is called quantum, probability 
space. The notion of the quantum probability space was introduced in [!] 
and discussed in [2], [3]. I t 'was also studied in [4] and. many other papers 
from the point of view of partially ordered sets. The present paper in its first 
part adds some remarks to the above mentioned space, Some different proofs 
nf the results of [2], using a result of [3] are given and a certain extension of 
them is obtained. On the other hand in the second part of the paper the relation 
between the formulation in the form of systems of sets, and that in the form 
of partially oredered sets? is discussed, 
1, A (pianturn probability space is a triple (Q, C, m), where Q is a non-empty 
mi. C is a collection of its subsets closed under complementation and under 
forming countable disjoint unions, m is a probability measure defined on (•. 
The collection C is called a tf-elass (see [2]). 
The result stated in Lemma 1 is simple and its proof will be omitted. Lemma 
2 was proved in [2]. 
Lemma L Let C be a a-class of subsets of Q, Then the following holds: If a, b e C, 
th*m a U b e C if and only if a n b e C, 
Lemma 2. If A is a collection of sets and C the a-class generated by A, then 
(ithcr of the following conditions is necessary and sufficient for C to be a a-field. 
{The notion of the a-field coincides with that of the a-algebra as defined in [5]} 
(i.) If a, b e A, then a -~ b e C, 
(ii) .// a, b e A, then a n b e C. 
Note that the condition that C is closed under countable unions of pair wise 
dsjsoint sets may be substituted by the condition that C is closed under finite 
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uiiions of pairwise disjoint sets. So we shall introduce the notion of the -y-class 
as follows. 
C will be called an. s-elass if 
(s.t) For any a- e C the set Q — a e: C, 
(s2) a u b e C for any two a, b e 0 such that a n b -• -•-• 0. 
There is no difficulty, without changing the conception of the proof in. (:,j, 
to prove the corresponding analogy of Lemma 2 for .^-classes. One- can get tin* 
formulation of such an assertion by snbstituing the notion of the rr-elass t>\ 
that of the s-class and that of the <r-ficld by one of the field. 
An important question in the theory of quantum probability spaces is Ha 
question whether for a given collection {8t}, (t e.T) of sub-<7-iiekls of a given 
fT-class tliere exists a sub-<r-field 8 such that | j Hi c: iSf cz C. It is well known 
that it is not true in general. A necessary and sufficient condition for (he ea--,r 
of two sub-cr-fields was given in [2] where also a sufficient condition for thn 
general ease was given. In what follows we shall give a necessary and sufiieieui 
condition for the general ease, 8t will be a more general collection than sid* 
-rr-fields. 
The notion of compatibility and that of the C-cJass will be used as in j~j 
Thus if C is a cr-elass, then a, h e (J are said, to be compatible in C if a n b c ;f' 
If A cr C, then A is said to be compatible in C if a n b e C for any two a. 
b e A., A. is called internally compatible if a H 6 e A. for any a. b e A. If Ai c: i', 
At c: C, then Ai, At are called mutually compatible if at n a<i eC for any 
</.i G - 4 J , «2 e A%. The cx-class C is said to be a c-class if' for any a, 6. o 
which are mutually compatible, « n (i U c) e C 'holds. Evidently the ab<>\<* 
notions may be defined also if C is an s-class. 
\t seems to be useful to introduce the notion of the n-eompatibilily. when* 
n J---: 1 is a positive integer. If A c C, then A will be called #.-compatible if 
% n «2 n . . . r%. 6 C7 for any sequence a-i e A, (i •-•• I, 2, . . ., n). 
rrhe set At O C will said to be conditionally /^-compatible in C if for any 
sequence {«<i} (f •— J, 2, . . , , B) of elements belonging to ./I and such, thai 
ai (i -.: L 2, . . ., #) are mutually compatible in C. % H a>> O . . . n -rtw o *
;' 
holds. 
Theorem. 1. ,/^!' C be a a-class. 
(i) C is a c-cktss if and only if it is conditionally 3-compatible. 
(ii) 7/ </ is* a c-class mid A cz (J is compatible in C\ then A is n-coarpatibb-
in (J for any positive integer n. 
Proof, (i) Let C be a e-class. Let a, 6, c be mutually compatible in C. Then. 
«7 n (6 u c) e (7 and a nb e C, a nee C Hence (a n b) n (a n c) ~ a n b n 
n r' 6 ('. according to Lemma I. On the other hand let G be conditionally 
.^compatible and a, 6, c be mutually compatible in C Then a nb e €\ a n c e (• 
and a, n b n c — (a n b) n (a n c) e C Again by Lemma I a n (b U c) e C 
(ii) Let 08 proceed by induction. For n --• I, 2 the theorem holds. Let 
tt > 2. .Suppose the theorem to be true for n, .Let at e A for i -- L 2, . . . . # •-[- 1, 
f'ut a -• a.] n ... n «.«_!,, 6 ••-= a2 n . . . n #w.„i n a^-M, C — «». By tin? 
assumption aeC. beC, ceC and a, 6, o are niti.tna.ljy compatible. By (i) 
a n 6 n t; :. - a i n a<> n . . . n %ll+i e C\ 
Theorem 2. .Let C be a a-class. Let {St} (t e T) be any collection of sets snch 
that- Sf ci (J for I e T. A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of 
a sub-a-field S of C such that U St a S a C is the n-compatibilily of U St 
•in.- C for any -positive integer n. 
Proof. The necessity is obvious. Let M --• II Si be ^-compatible in C for 
wr 
any positive integer n. Then the set F of all ai n . . . nan, where a-ie.K 
(i •- 1.2, . . . , n) and n is any positive integer is evidently internally compatible. 
Let S be the a-class generated by F. Then S c: C By a simple corollary of (ii) 
of Lemma- 2, >Sr is a field. 
Note that a suitable modified result for s-elasses and fields may be also 
obtained. 
Corollary I. (Theorem 3.1 in [2].) Let C he a a-class. Then to amy ml A 
compatible in (J (here exists a a-field S such that A ci S cr C if and only if C is 
r(mditionaUy 3-compatible. 
J-1 r o o f .Necessity. Let a, b9 c be mutually compatible. Then put A ---= {«, h„ r;}. 
Under the asumptioii there exists a cr-fieM S such that A a S c C. H< Mi.ee 
a nb nceSc C 
Knffidelity. Suppose C to be conditionally 3-compatible, Let A. be miy 
compatible set in. C Then, it is ^-compatible for any positive integer n, ac-
cording to (i) and (ii) of Theorem. 1. Thus the result follows from Theorem. 2. 
Corollary 2. Let C be a a-class and Si (/ e T) a collection of mutually compatible 
subsets of C each of which is internally compatible. Then there exists a of kid 
S c C such that U St <= 8. 
Proof. K ••-••- | J St is compatible in C, hence the result follows from Corollary 1 
/£T 
and fro MI (i) of Theorem. L 
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Corollary 3. (Theorem 2.5 in. [2].) Let C be a a-class. Let 8\, S-> be sab-n-Jhld* 
iif G. A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a a-field 8 .such ihu; 
8* u #2 c: ASY CI G is the •mutual compatibility in G of 8} and 8*. 
Proof. The necessity is tr ivial Evidently 8i U 82 is ?/~ compatible for urn* 
positive integer n. Thus the result follows from Theorem 2, 
2, Many times instead of the o*-class G a partially ordered set T with I he 
itise and last elements 0 and 1 respectively is considered. A reasonable genriei 
case (see e.g. [8|) is given by the axioms (i) -(iv) which follow. In what follow -. 
a' denotes the uniquely determined complement which, is supposed to exist 
for any a e T. The symbols x\t y, x f\y stand for sup(u;5 y), k\\'\x. y\ rospoH.i • 
v«*iy\ if the mentioned elements exist, while ^ at stand for the supjf/i. a-, . , . ;. 
where a-i (i ----- 1,2, . » ,) are supposed to be disjoint. Note that a- is said to }>'•• 
disjoint with b if a ig b\ 
(i) («')' - a 
(\\) a. £ b implies if S a' 
fiii) a V af --- 1 for all a eT 
(iv) >̂ ai e T for any sequence {«?•} of mutually disjoint elements tt,- *? T. 
i 
.Kioto that usually some further axioms are added to obtain physically 
important results (see [8]), We shall restrict our attention to (.)•-• (iv), notinu 
that (i) (iii) might be something which could (correspond to an .*~olass while 
(i)-- (iv) resembles a cr-class. 
There are results holding for #-classes which have their analogy in. f he part iali\ 
ordered sets fulfilling (i)-—(iii). But to transfer all the results without am 
detailed study would be possible only in the ease if T were isomorphic to an 
rs-ofass. This .is not true in general, We shall give a necessary and sufficient 
condition for T satysfiing (i)—• (iii) to be isomoprhic to an A-class of sets. In 
the case when (i)--(iv) are satisfied also a kind of isomorphy wi.t'h certnir 
systems will be established. 
A partially ordered set T with the first and last elements 0 and I. respectively, 
is said to be pseudocomplemented provided that to any a eT there exi.4-
an element t/* e T with the property 
. I) a/\x exists in 1\ a f\ x •--« 0 is equivalent to the assertion x g / r \ 
The property (1) implies that the pseudocomplement a* is uniquely deter-
mined, for any aeT. The following conditions are satisfied in any partialis 
ordered pseud oeomplemented sot. 
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(2) x ~>: y implies x* fg y* 
(:i) x <, x** 
(4) x* .-••-• x***. 
A be uncled, [partially ordered set T is said, to be uniquely complemented if 
to any a e T there exists a uniquely determined element a' e T such that a J\a' 
and a V ft' exist in i1 and a f\a' = 0, aV #' = 1 hold. Evidently in. a pseudo-
complemented and. uniquely complemented partially ordered set T, a* -•-• w' 
holds. 
hi what follows the MacNeill — Dedefeind cut completion of a partially 
ordered set, T will be used, Let us introduce the basic notions. i A denotes the 
set of all upper bounds of 1, i.e. J A = {# e T; x ^ «/ for every y e I}. Analo-
gically J j ••- {x e T; x S y for every y e J}. I t is known that the system L(T) 
of all closed sets, i.e. of all sets with the property I = I A %7? is a complete lattice 
with respect to the set inclusion.. IJ(T) is a completion of the partially ordered 
set 7 (see [8|). I t can be easily found, that if J.\, J2 e l^f
7), then. i'i n J2 e L{f
f) 
I lei ice- the lattice-theoretical meet coincides with the intersection of sets, i. e. 
h Ah ••-• h n h. 
Lemma 3. Lei T be a uniguely complemented andpseudocomplemented partially 
ordered seL Then MacNeill — Dedehind cut completion L(T) is a Boolean algebra. 
Proof. As we know L(T) is a complete lattice with the first element (Oj-
and the last element T. First we shall prove tha t it is a pseudocomplemented 
lattice. Let for i , K e L(T), I n K = {0} hold. Then for x e K and any y --..- /' 
there exists x A y in T and x J\ y — 0 hold. The last gives x g y' for any y e L 
Denote 1/ •••••- {x e.T: x = y' and y el}. We have K cz / ' v . I t is easy to verify 
that- V'1 e L(T), On the other hand if K o / ' v for some K e Jj(T)9thenx e I A A' 
iti)pikes x <; x and x g #', hence x = 0. Thus 1 n K = {0} and 1~/V is a pseudo-
complement to J in. L(T). L(T) is a pseudocomplemented lattice. 
Let us prove that J — J.'v'y holds for any 1 e L(T). According what was 
proved we know that ..̂ (f1) is a pseudocomplemented lattice, J n J"7 -~ {0} 
and (F v ) ' v ' is a pseudocomplement to J / V . Hence J cz J ' 7 " 7 . Since a: :g v/ 
implies a;' > ?/' for any y eJ (see (2)), we have x' e / ' v for any x e J A . Thus 
./"•' c: / ' V / F h e last gives IA" = JA cz / ' A ' . The relation 1 == 7 A V :D i ' v ' v can 
be veriKtied immediately. Hence 1 =~ i ' v ' v . 
.It was proved by now that JJ(JP) is a pseudocom.plemen.ted lattice and x = #** 
for any a: e.L(T), i.e. any element is "closed". In view of a known Glivcnko'w 
theorem (see [9J) the partially ordered set of closed elements is a Boolean 
algebra. Thus L(T) is a Boolean algebra. 
Lemma 4, (M, 11. Stone) To any distributive lattice L there exists a set M 
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and a system, L of subsets of M such that L under the operation of the "union, and 
intersection of sets is a lattice isomorphic with L. 
Using the Lemmas 3 and 4 and taking in to account the fact that the condi-
tion (I) is satisfied in any a-class, we have the following. 
Theorem 3. A necessary and sufficient condition for a partially ordered sei T 
satisfying the axioms (i)—-(iii) given at the beginning of section 2 to be isomorphic 
with an s-class of sets is thai T be pseudocom,plemented. 
A natural question is whether a partially ordered set satisfying (i) — (iv) 
and pseudocom.plemented is isomorphic to a or-class of sets. This need not be 
true; sio.ee the Stone theorem (Lemma 4) need not be valid even for so called 
o-complete Boolean algebras. I t means that for a given o-complete Boolean 
algebra B there need not exist a cr-field of sets which is isomoprhic with B 
in. the sense that to the supjs&» where xn e B (n =~ i., 2, . , .) there corresponds 
the union of the corresponding images of the elements xn. But a theorem on 
isomorphy with certain special, ex-classes may be obtained. 
Let a cr-field M of subsets of a given set be given. Let I be a cr-ideai in M. 
i.e. I c: M, I is closed under countable unions and for any x e I, y c: x, 
y e M. the assertion y e I holds. 
Denote by Mjl the collection containing as elements those sets .4 ci M 
for which x e A, y G A implies (x — y) U (y -— x) el. I t is known that Mil 
is a Boolean c/-algebra under the natural definition of sums, intersections and 
complements. This algebra Mjl is called a cx-quotient algebra. 
If C c Mjl and.. C is closed under forming disjoint countable unions and 
under complementations in Mjl} then 0 will be called a cr~quotient class. 
B iko r sk i [7] proved, the following theorem, 
Lemma 5. .Every o-complete Boolean algebra is isomorphic to a o-qtioticnt 
algebra. 
Using Lemma 3, Lemma 5 and remembering that (i) is true for any a-quotient 
class, we have. 
Theorem 5, A necessary and sufficient condition for a partially ordered sei T 
satisfying (i)-—(iv) to be isomorphic to a o-quotient class is that T be pseudo-
complemented. 
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